Conditions
Pooltable Dynamic III, 9 ft. brown
Art.Nr.: TA-P-DYN9-BR

Cuesports Custom Special

4.350,00EUR

/ Pallette

Our old price 4.390,00EUR (you save 40,00EUR)
incl. 19% VAT plus shipping costs (to DE)
Scaled Prices
from 4 Palletten 3.890,00EUR - you save 500,00EUR
from 8 Palletten 3.790,00EUR - you save 600,00EUR
Within one week
________________________________________

________________________________________

Pool billiard table Dynamic 3, 9ft brown
This premium class model is filled with lots of innovative technologies and meets the highest of demands.
The Dynamic III (9 ft.) is permanently in use for tournaments, World- and European-Championships for a
good reason. The EPBF is using it exclusively for all Euro-Tours and Championships (at least till 2018).
________________________________________

Split leg levellers and 18 slate levellers, inserted in the frame, allow for the most accurate adjustment of the
professional three-part slate plate with an accuracy of one hundredth of a millimetre. Fast, even, natural
rubber Speed Ball Pro cushions and first-class Simonis billiard cloth guarantee optimal ball roll and perfect
rebound of the balls. All used materials are authorised by the EPBF.
With its attractive, modern design the Dynamic III billiard table (9 ft, black, Pool) fits perfectly in
commercial gaming halls as well as in private billiard rooms.
labelled as table for world championships, Euro-tours and European championships
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exclusive table fo all EPBF Euro tours und European championships until 2018
Match table of class A, approved and certificated by the EPBF (European Pocket Billiard
Federation)
pocket sizes in current EPBF tournament norm of class A
constructed with exact specifications for the best playability
massive brushed metal corners with embedded logos
split leg leveller for easy readjustment
easy adjustment of the slate with 18 slate levellers inserted in the internal frame
drop rubber pockets embedded in the flush castings
original and natural Speed Ball Pro rubber cushions
approved for commercial and private use
3-piece Rasson nature slate: 30 mm, for accurate movement
playing field: 254 x 127 cm
outer measurements: 289 x 162 x 83 cm
necessary space: 564 x 437 cm
packed in 7 cartons + 3-piece slate (325kg), Total: 545,5kg

Room

Cloth

Lights

470x570cm

Simonis 760 or 860

Look for a ilumination of 500 Lux

Accessories

Deliver

Installations

Balls
Chalk
Rack
Cues
starts at 299,00

Deliveries are made directly
Experienced staff handles the mounting of the table ,
to a forwarding agent or the
the clothing with the towel and on request of the
installation team . Price
lighting and the accessories. Price from 239,00
from 199,00

Delivery times: 10 - 15 days after order and payment is possible on request
Discounts up from more than 4 Tables
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verfügbare Optionen
Billardtisch Bezug mit Tuch
Bezug mit Simonis 760 grau-blau
Bezug mit Simonis 760 grün
Bezug mit Simonis 860 grau-blau
Bezug mit Simonis 860 grün
Obtain with the existing cloth
Simonis 860 tournament blue
Billard Table deliver
Billardtisch Lieferung (+395,00EUR)
Keine Lieferung - Abholung im Depot
Billardtisch Montage
Billardtisch Montage (+295,00EUR)
Selbstmontage
Extra Monteur für OG oder UG (+395,00EUR)
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